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The wet section is said to represent the
heart of the paper machine because it i,; here that
the wet web of paper having very poor strength
is transforrr.ed, at a high machine speed, into a
st,'onger and a relatively dryer web without any
damage to the paper. The uniform water removal
from the paper is crucial in this zone which calls
for a good conditioned wet-section felt. Further.
the water removal at the wet zone not only
reflects on the overall performance of the machine
but also has a .direct bearing on the economics,
of drying energy required.

The wet section mainly comprises of the
press and pick-Up (or lick-up) felts .. Over the years,
the high wool content· conventional felt is being
rep2aced by higher synthetic content felt. Today,
therefor~, the neWer ~esigned high synthetic feits
are seldom removd ftom the paper machine be~ause
they are worn out, Generally they have to he
remqved because they get filled or compacted to
such an eXtent that they no longer can handle
water uniformly and hav,e lost the drainage
capabilities necessary to maintain high levels of
pressing efficiency. The felt gets clogged due to
paper fines,filL:rs (like Titanium dioxide, silica,
clay etc.) and other chemical auxiliaries that are
added in the pulp mixture. Titanium dioxide
ITi02} as a filler is finding increasing application
in the paper industry for the production of
various grades of pap~r. This is because it has high
optical scatteting power giving high opacity and
whiteness. unmatchcd by other fillers. Once the
felts get clogged which mayor may not be uniform
across the felt widh lots' of probl ~m arise in the
paper making, viz., .crushing, blowing, .shadow
markin~,)unglazed spot etc. Besides the felt beco-
mes boardy, thus losing the resilient property'
that is so essential of a press felt.

From the above one win: tend to conclude
that even though the synthetic content felts
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last longer, if their effciency is not kept at a
sufficient level to give optimum deWatering, their
longer life will be wasted. Therefore in order to
keep a felt in a good working condition infermittent
clean ing of the felt is necessary. Felt cleaning can
be carried out by both mechanical and chemical
means, depending on the extent of clogging.
Mech?nical means include oscillating high pressure
showers, flood showers:arid high vacuum suction
boxe'l. Chemical cleaning,as the name sugge~ts,
cleans all the impurities from the felt by chemically
reacting with them. Of course, the two forms of
cleaning can not be substituted for one another.

In the present work a study has been conducted
to determi ne the effiiciency of chem ical cleaning
on some wet section felts. Choked-up felts from
Straw Products J. K. (Rayagada) and Ballarpur
Paper Mills (Ballarshah) have been used for the
study, in the former case Titanium dioxide loaded
paper Was produced.
EXPERIMENTAL

The received felts fr om Straw Product and
Ballarpur paper Mills. were cut into a small

. re'Ctangular strip, IOcm x 80cm to make it suitable
to load in the laboratory washer. The felts are
of 50% synthetic content. The chemical cleaning
was conducted in two steps:

step 0) Acid cleaning
step (2' Alkali cleaning

Both washes are in aqueous medium~ using a
material to liquor volume of 1:5.

ACIP. CLEANING
Two commercially available acids, hydroch-

loric and Sulphamic acids, were separately used
to determine their cleaning power. The acid
"'R & D.Centre, Shri Dinesh Mills Ltd .•
Vadodara- 390005 (India)
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cleaning Was carried out for 20-30 min. at about
50°C. The recipes used are given below.
(al Using Sulphamic acid

Commercial Sulphamic acid
(above 95%) - 90 gms

Non-ionic detergent(98%) 6 gms
(Snid PGN/Lissapol NXI)
Water 2 Litres

(Effective con centration of Sulphamic acid in the
mixture is 4.5:1J
(b) Using Hydrochloric acid

Commercia Igrade Cone Hcl
(30-33%) 60 ml,

Non-irnsc detergentf =98%) = 6 gms,
(Shid PGN/Lissrpol NXI)
Warte 2 Litres.

(Effective concentration of Hcl in the mixture is2%)

Following this, the felt was thoroughly
cleaned with tap water and subjected to the alka-
line wash.

Alkaline cleaning

Mild alkali such as Soda ash was used for
the cleaning purpose. (Sufficient caution has to
be exercised in the case of 50% synthetic felt as

the wool content in the felt would
in strong alkaline condition).

The recipe used is ;
Soda ash
Anionic detergent
(Lissapol-D paste)
Water =

get damaged

60 gms,
6 gms.

2 Iitres

(Effective concentration of Soda ash in the
mixture is 3%).

Some small amount of dispersing agent
(about 0.1%) was added to boost the cleaning.
The felt was cleaned in this solution for 20-30
min. at about SO°c. At the end of this,the felt
was thoroughly cleaned with tap water to
remove all traces of alkalinity and this is impor-
tant.

•

RESULTS
All the received felts appeared highly filled

up, boardy and stiff. Not much of wear was
noticed as webs were intact. Analysis of the felt
(as received from the customer) for filled-up
matter (F.U.M.) and other physical properties Was
carried out in the laboratory prior to chemical
cleaning.

Table I shows the results of F.U.M. analysis
of a typically choked Lick-up and Press felts.

':' ;.1 -, ~" "

TABLE-l

Filled up Matter
Particulars (%) "'TDL Paper

Lick-up felt

rDL Paper I Non TDL
Paper

Press felt

Non TDL
Paper

-----.--.----------------~-------------------------~--~------
13.0

7.0
1.0

21.0

1. Paper fines & Caustic soluble

2. Ash (Inorganic matter)
3. Extractable Matter,

Total F.U.M. %

5.3
5.5
0.5

11.3

6.6 6.S
10.7 - 4.0
- 0.4· 0.5

17.7 11.0

"'TDL : Titanium dioxide loaded
Note : Total F. U. M. % is calculated on the basis of received felt weight.
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TABLE-II

Felt details
Felt Properties as Received Felt Properties after cleaning

Air Per- Thick- Total Air Per- I Thick- IWeight Acid &
Lick-up felts (50% synthetic) meability ness F.U.M. meability/ ness loss Alkali

(Ft3/Ft2/ {MM) (%) (Ft3/Ft2/ (MM) ~%) used
Min) Min)

1. Stra w Product, J. K.
Rayagada
Machine No. II (TDL
Paper Line) Felt No. 2. 1.803 16.6 20.2 1.981 10.2 HCI

• 1898 (900) (10)
2. Straw Product, J. K. &

Rayagada, M/c. No. II ,

(TDL Paper Line) Felt 2.0 1.727 26.6 18.4 1.981 13.5 Soda
No. 18981 (800) (15) ash

3. Straw Products, J. K.
Rayagada, M/c. No. II
(TDL Paper Line) Felt 1.0 1.925 19.2 6.97 1.996 8.4 Sulpha-
No. 18980 (600) (4) mic acid

4. Ballarpur Industries,
Ballarshah, M/c. No. 2-5 1.0 1.625 10.8 12.0 1.791 10.5 and
Felt No. 19618 (1100) (10.2) Soda ash

TABLE-III

Felt Properties as Received Felt Properties after Cleaning
Felt details Air Per- -Thick- Total Air Per- Thick- IWeight. Acid &

Press felts (50% synthetic) meabili- ness F.U.M. meability ness .loss Alkali
ty (Ft3/ (MM) (%) (Fts/Ft2/ (MM) 1(%) used
Ftt/Min) Min)

• 1. Straw Product, J. K .
Rayagada, M/c. No. II,
(Fabric press) TDL
Paper line felt 1
No. 18970

2. Ballarpur Industries.
Ballarshah, M/c. No.4
(2-3 Press) Felt No. 40.2
19621 .

1.956 17.7 6.56 2.235 12.6 Sulphamic
(500) (15) acid

&
13.6 51.0 2.195 8.0 Soda ash

(27.4) (22.7)
·1.801

Note : 1. Figures in the parailthesis(-) indicates the percentage improvement after cleaning
2. Overall cleaning efficiency" (i) for HCl & Soda ash = 67%

(ii) for Sulphamic & Soda ash = 62%
*to¥erall cleaning efficiency has been calculated on the basis of F.U.M. difference before
and after clean)

3. All air permeability (Ft3/Ft2/Min.) values are for i" water gauge pressure drop.
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The analysis clearly reveals that TDL paper
feles tend to fill-up to a greater proportion ~nd
such felts need constant cleaning .: Tables II and III

give the summary of test results as were noticed
after Cleaning the lick-up 'ttnd press feltsrespecti-
vely,

The efficincy of cleaningvcalculated on the basis
of F.U.M. difference, for HCl Was about 67~,~ and
Sulphamic acid 62%. This is also indicated by the
percentage loss in weight after cleaning. The air
permeability (c.f.m.) shows a remarkable improve-
ment to the extent of about 900%. The felt
hecame fluffy and full, (as shown by the increased
thickness = 1O/~), giving it the resilient property.
These changes in properties after cleaning is a
good indication that the felt has opened up and
can perform muchmore efficiently.

DISCUSSION

The impurities that accumulate on the felt
mainly comprise of pulp fibres, particles of loading
material. rosin particles, slime, pitch and eventual
impurities arising out of mill wat.r. Accordingly
t hey can be classified as.

0) Paper fines: Which gets trapped in the felts
and can not be dissolved in any chemicals
that is safe to use in felts. They are best rem-
oved by the mechanical action of a high
pressure shower and suction box.

Alkaline solublesr'Which-can orr[y- by remo-
ved by dissolving it in a medium to strong

'alkaline solution. This include lignin from
w~)Odpulp, starch and rosin size.

Ash: Which is actually a mixtureof inerts
materials (like Ti02, clay, sand etc.) and
acid soluble substances (like alum, Calcium
carbonate, hard water metal complexes etc.).
These respond well to acid cleaning.

Extractab Ies : Which are some sort of filler
materials (lIkelatex, pitchvtar, asphalt, inks
.etc ) that are solvent soluble.

Titanium dioxid e (Ti02), used as a pigment
and fi ller, needs a ~pedal mention. The material is
totally inert to many of the acids & alkalis and
is also now toxic. This makes it an ideal filler
rna terial for paper. Added to this is its unique
optical properties, imparting high whitenes &
opacity. There are two grades of Ti02, rutile and
anatase, and both are commonly used in the paper
making. While rutile and anatase are the same
chemically, the former has a much more. compact

(iii)

(iv)
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crystal structure which accounts for its higher
specific gravity and refractive index.

It has been fount' that a major portion of
the filled-up matenal lodges itself in the base
structure of a needled (batt-on-base) felt. According
to one such finding, only 6 % of the filler material
was retained in the batt while remaining 94 % was
distributed in. the base fabric, the largest part was
found in the cross-machine direction yarns. By a
proper and weI! positioned showers and suction
boxes, abou t 15 % of the fil-ed up material
(comprising mainly of paper fines) that are held
loose on the felt surface can begot rid off. Further
removal, however can be effected only by a
chemical clean using acid and alkali, The concen-
trations of the acid &' alkali are so chosen that
they are adequate to react chemically, with the
filled op matter without causing any fibre or felt
damage.

..

Besides removing the acid and alkali soluble
matter, this cleaning method is also indirectly
very effective in washing away the inert. material
like Ti02. The reason for this being the acid and
alkaline cleaning liquor which has the PH of ~.5
and 9 respectively is well outside the isoelectric
point of both anatase and rutile grades of Ti02.

Table below give the iso-electric point of
several fillers.

TABLE - IV

ISO-ELECTRIC POINT
3.8-4.0
6.2-6.8
2.0
9,0
5.8

FILLERS
Anatase (Ti02)
Rutile (Ti02)
Silica (Si02)
Alumina (AI203)

Stannic Oxide (Sn02)

As it is known that coagulation is maximum
at the isoelectric point (Which is the PH value of
the system at which zeta potential is zero), the
cleaning system employed should operate outside
this PH range, This also explains why a feIt tends
to get clogged faster while using Ti02 fillers, since
the pulp mixture used is normally in the PH range
of 4-6 which coincides "with the isoelectric point
of Ti02. Therefore the safest way to wash away
these inert materials is to clean in l:I cid medium
followed by an alkali medium, which would
inhibit coagulation of Ti02 and will thereby
facilitate its washing out from the felt.

The cleaning obtained by using HC\ (= 67 %
is relatively higher than that of Sulphamic acid
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(= 62 %). However,it is much sllfer to use Sulph-
amic acid (inspite of this relatively high cost) on
the paper machine line because of Hs less corrosive
nature and easy handling. Where HCl is going to
be used for cleaning, it is advisable to use some
small amount of corrosion inhibitor and extra
caution has to be exercised while handling concen-
trated HCL. Use of detergents in the wash liquor
is a must as it helps easy removal of the filled up
material and prevents the redlposition of t~e
impurities on to the cleaned felt. The results 10

Tables II and III clearly indicate t~e improvement
in air permeability, removal of ccntanuuants and
the desires restoration of resiliency of the felt after
cleaning.

For an intermittent clean in~during produc-
tion. this cleaning method can beadopted as often
as . required. Approximately 2'0 l itres of acid &
alkaline Wash liquor has to be kept ready prepared
for' cleaning SO kg' felt. While washing on the'
machine, it is preferable . to run the felt in slack
condition to get. the optimum cleaning, In the
case of 100%' synthetic content felt, caustic soda
(~Q % strength) can be used ill place of soda ash
for the alkaline cleaning, as the fqrmer has a more
cleaning power. . .-

. The actual ...cost of cleanl.J'l~chemical wo~k
out to be negh$lhly small when one compares 10
with the be~efi~ ~btained frQrn. the improved
felt performance, To save ondowl1hme of the mach-.
ine, a preplanned cleaning schedule can be worked
out.

CP~(:LUSION . .
(i) Felt cleaning by machanieal and chemical

means is ij:n important l1e~ssity witl! high
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synthetic content felts so as to take full
advantage of their longer life.

(ii) Intermittent cleaning is recommened on the
paper machine in a plaoned manner, so
as to save on downtime of machine. Besides
this is more beneficial than a protracted
shut down cleaning. .

(iii) It is quite understandable that a conditioned
felt will increase the sheet dryness as it
leaves the press section. Besides, one obtains
few breaks, better quality' product . and
reduced downtime for clothing changes
which in a way are additional money saving
benefits to be realised from a cleaner felt.
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